-be on time
-complete all
homework
-bring all
materials to
school

-obtain a hall
pass and sign
the classroom
log before
leaving class

-follow teacher
directions and
classroom rules
-participate in
classroom
activities and
discussions

- bathrooms are
for bathroom
use
-report
inappropriate
behavior or
vandalism

-listen
carefully to
teacher
directions
-walk silently

-be honest
-take
responsibility
for your actions

-flush after
using the toilet

-walk in a
straight line,
facing forward

EMPATHY

DETERMINATION

INTEGRITY

PREPAREDNESS

HALLWAY

RESPECTFULNESS

CLASSROOM RESTROOM

-stay on task
-turn in high
quality work on
time
-study for tests

-encourage
others
-help others

-wash hands
before leaving

-keep restrooms
clean and litter
free
-leave promptly

-conduct
appropriate
conversations
-be kind to
others

-get a pass
before leaving
class

-keep halls
clean
-utilize
passing time
efficiently and
effectively

-keep hands
and feet to
yourself

CAFETERIA PLAYGROUND

ARRIVAL &
DISMISSAL

SCHOOL
BUS

ASSEMBLY

-wash hands
with soap and
water
-remain in
ABC order

-pay attention to
where you throw
a ball
-pay attention to
designated game
areas

-know how you
will be getting
home
-report to gym on
morning meeting
day of the week

-face the front
with feet on
the floor
-appropriate
behavior at the
bus stop

-enter and
exit the gym
quietly

-walk quietly
in a straight
line until
seated
-keep noise
levels low

-freeze on the
first whistle
-line up promptly
on the second
whistle
-be respectful to
others

-walk to your bus
line, walker area
or carpool area
-during morning
recess, walk and
talk in designated
area

-quietly enter,
exit and remain
seated
-keep hands
and objects
inside the
windows

-show
appreciation
to guests
-sit quietly,
participate
when
appropriate

-clean area
before getting
up to leave

-only hang from
arms on
equipment
- keep hands and
feet to yourself

-follow the bell
schedule at
dismissal
-obtain a pass
before leaving the
designated area

-keep all food
and drink in
lunch kit
-get on and off
of the bus at
your stop

-celebrate
successes of
others by
applauding
when
appropriate

-eat breakfast
or lunch
before
dismissal

-play
appropriately and
safe
-have fun

-report to
cafeteria if eating
breakfast, placing
book bag along
outside wall

-follow all
directions of
the driver

-focus on
performance
or
presentation

-conduct
appropriate
conversations

- encourage
others
-allow others to
play and share
equipment

-greet fellow
students in the
morning

-greet the bus
driver
-use
appropriate
conversation

-keep their
hands and
feet to
yourself

